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Ladies and gentlemen

Fifty years ago, when the first UK satellite Ariel 1 was being built, space was at the frontier of science and cold-war rivalry. 

Today, our everyday lives depend on space technology: it is woven into the economy in a way unimaginable at the dawn of the space age.  But the global space scene is rapidly changing. 

In response, UK civil space policy must anticipate and react to developments being driven both by the emergence of ground-breaking technologies and by the needs of society. 




Quick Overview

Reminder of organisation
Existing Technology Programmes
NSTP Overview
NSTP sub-elements
Whither CEOI ?
Next steps
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And change is happening, right here in the UK. To those of us who have worked for some years in the UK space sector, the scale of change is amazing.

The publication of the Space Innovation and Growth Strategy, the establishment of the International Space Innovation Centre and the presence of a European Space Agency facility at the Harwell Space Cluster are all part of the dynamic, new environment in which the UK space sector can flourish. 

The creation of the UK Space Agency allows the UK to embrace these changes and take full advantage of the opportunities that lie ahead. 




Who We Are

Dr David Williams
Chief Executive

• Fully operational in April 2011
• Replaced the British National Space Centre (BNSC)
• Integrates space budgets from four organisations 
and policy responsibilities from others

 more coherence and efficiency
 a sweep of activities from basic science, 
through technology and on to applications
• An executive agency of the Department of Business 
Innovation and Skills (BIS)
• HQ in Swindon, Wiltshire
• Offices in London and Harwell, Oxford
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Hopefully you are all familiar with the facts presented here.
The UK Space Agency provides the right government structure to respond to this new environment I’ve been talking about .
The key point is the integration of UK civil space activities from basic science, through technology development and on to applications.
If size of budget is a sign of strength, then the Agency is about one hundred times more powerful than BNSC was in its last incarnation. (Agency budget ~ £240M)



Purpose of UK Space Agency
• To meet national needs, the Agency is responsible for 

ensuring that the UK retains and grows a strategic 
capability in space-based systems, technologies, 
science and applications.

• The UK Space Agency will therefore enable sustained 
economic growth, scientific excellence and societal 
benefits from the UK civil space sector.
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The creation of the industry reflects a strategic decision by government.
In one slide, this what we are here to do
The new Agency is placing growth at the centre of our strategy and this goal permeates all aspects of our programme. 
Consequently, we hope that the impact of the Agency’s work will not be limited to the space sector: for example - knowledge and applications can spill-out from our work into other sectors, so acting as an engine of innovation for the wider economy. 
An example is provided by the Aurora knowledge exchange projects announced today in which we are stimulating the take-up of exploration technologies in novel terrestrial applications.






The UK space sector has changed
Formation of UK Space Agency
 Industry-led strategy to grow the sector over ten 

years (‘Space IGS’)
Goal to win 10% of £400B market in 2030

Establishment of an ESA presence in the UK
Creation of the International Space Innovation 

Centre at Harwell
New businesses exploiting space

…but where does science fit in ?



…Science is at the heart of the UK civil 
space investment

• <5% of the UK space sector 
• But half of government space spending

– And the majority of that is outwards-looking space 
science

 ESA Science Programme
 Earth Observation Envelope Programme
 ESA Robotic Exploration Programme
 Bilateral scientific missions
 National activities 

European Life and Physical Sciences Programme



Our strategy ‘To lead and sustain the 
growth of the UK Space Sector’
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Consultation on our draft strategy closed in July. It’s a punchy 8 page statement of goals and objectives – it’s not a delivery plan.
Our over-arching objective is to maintain and improve the space sector’s impressive growth rate and to increase revenues by more than six times by 2030 to £40B. 
Key ingredients we believe are necessary to make this happen include an environment which encourages innovation include a strong research base; the availability of skilled people; targeted government investment addressing market failure; proactive assistance in opening export markets; and the right regulatory framework. 
All these aspects are reflected in our strategy. But what happens next.
Once we have all the consultation inputs available, we will analyse them, implement improvements as appropriate and then put to central government for internal review and approval.
We hope to finalise the process by the end of the year..




Senior Management

Three axes to deliver our strategy and objectives:

 D/PO provides the policy advice, regulation and backbone of the Agency

 D/TSE delivers the science, education and technology programmes
nationally and through ESA

 D/GAE manages EU space policy & stimulates new applications of space 
in business and in government
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Here’s the top level organisation – I don’t  want to bore you with a lot of org charts, but some people have specifically asked to see this information.
You can read what it says yourself, but the important point is to note that our strategy doesn’t sit in some remote ‘strategy unit’ divorced from day-to-day work – 
Instead it’s the responsibility of all of us here to own and live the collective goals and actions which add up to the strategy.





Governance and Advice
Strategic 
Advice

Strategic 
Advice

Formal oversightFormal oversight

Advice to Chief 
Exec.

Advice to Chief 
Exec.

Policy and 
Programme 

Advice

Policy and 
Programme 

Advice
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So how is the community involved?
This chart tries to explain in a simple way the governance of the Agency – the Executive chain on the right side and the external advice and inputs on the left.
The SLC has been up and running for over more than a year and was one response to the space IGS
Appointment notices for the Agency Steering Board and Audit Committee were published in the Spring and  selections have recently been announced.
Several Agency Advisory Boards are also up and running – for science, exploration, exports and project review. Briefings with industry for IPC and PB-EO continue. New committees for technology, telecoms and nav and for Earth observation are planned.
In all these, industry and academia are well represented – either as individuals or through associations such as UKSpace, ASTOS and SPAN.
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Another recognition is that we don’t want to operate in silos or stove-pipes – space policy is too complex and inter-related to allow that.
So one of first actions as a management team is to set-up a set of cross-agency projects designed to address issues which don’t fit into neat programme or policy boxes. 
Some of these are time-limited tasks (e.g. preparing for the ESA Ministerial); some recognise that policy needs to be developed - perhaps leading to new programmes (e.g. SSA);  some are agreed goals that require inputs from across the team (e.g. ESA Harwell)
Each project will be ‘sponsored’ by a Director, who will either manage it themselves or delegate it to a senior member of our team.
Several are already hard at work – notably EO strategy and Technology including NSTP.
Some are just getting under way – e.g. ESA Ministerial and EU next financial perspectives
Others may be added as needed. But it reflects our delivery-oriented, ‘can do’ approach. 
Let me just zero in and say a little about the three of these.




Agency funding of Technology and 
Business

• Major funding via ESA
– Technology Research Programme 

(mandatory)
– Technology Transfer Programme (mandatory)
– GSTP (optional)
– Programme specific (ARTES, EOEP, CTP, 

MREP etc.)
– Business Incubator 



Technology - Existing National Programmes

Basic R&D through to flight demonstrations and applications
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Now – technology.

Now the Agency has inherited a set of ongoing programmes and is also working alongside the TSB on several more. If you add all this up its over £20M a year, 

Programme elements are targeted as specific goals ranging from very early innovation through to the delivery of instruments for the most advanced scientific spacecraft being built anywhere. 

And from advanced robotics technology to flight demonstrations of a new cubesat platform. We have recently announced new funding awards in our CEOI, Aurora technology transfer and Cosmic Vision National programmes.

If you want to know more about any of these programmes, talk to us here but you can also look forward to a our National Programme plan which we will  be publishing shortly

However, for several years, we have known that there is a yawning gap in us not having a national programme for stimulating the development of generic space technologies especially for commercial applications and especially at the mid-TRL ‘valley of death’ stage.






National Space Technology Programme
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We’ve made two huge steps forward in spanning the gap. 
The first has been the creation of the National Space Technology Strategy and its associated roadmaps, published this year.
The second has been the provision by government of a pulse of £10M of funding to create a National Space Technology Programme. 
We presented some basic information on the NSTP on our web site at Easter time. We’ve now drafted a ‘programme proposal’ – a description of the programme -  and this has gone to key stakeholders – the industry trade associations; academia and the NSTS Steering Group last Friday. It can be found on our website.
This co-funded programme involves a call for proposals that will be issued in the autumn, where the guiding objective will be to address the technologies identified in the roadmaps. We will encourage academic-industry partnerships and ask teams to show how their technology will lead to real economic benefit to the UK.
We are looking to our partners to work with us on the programme and so are reserving part of the funding for projects that might be co-funded with the research councils, TSB and DSTL. TSB have agreed to contribute £2M to the ‘’Core Programme element of £6M’ 
We will also reserve part of the budget for projects which involve co-located teams to be based at ISIC in Harwell  and to use the facilities and resources that have been crated there - putting ‘open innovation’  into practice. The call for proposals will include info on Harwell, but that shouldn’t stop you talking to the ISIC team now to start investigating how they can help you.
It is likely that the CEOI (Centre for Earth Observation Instrumentation) will be merged into the NSTP ‘Brand’ in due course.





Key Message

• NSTP primarily responds to the growth agenda 
of the UK space sector

• Not-focused on pure science objectives
– BUT be creative:
– Translation of science into technology?
– Using technology from one space field into another ?
– Technology of generic applicability including EO?
– Technology to be first applied to science before 

becoming commercialised ?



Main NSTP Elements - 1

‘Core’/Flagship’
– Main focus addessing all tech in roadmaps
– Mid-TRL (moving 35)
– Nominal budget: £6M+ £2M TSB
– Will use TSB ‘Collaborative R&D’ model
– Primarily 50% intervention
– AO at end of October



Main NSTP Elements - 2

‘Pathfinder’
– Nominal budget: £500k
– Focused on early phase/low TRL
– Typically £50k activities
– Help stimulate longer term activities
– May be targeted at specific items in the 

roadmaps
– Procurement likely  to be similar to CEOI

model



Main NSTP Elements - 3
‘Demonstration Programmes’

– Nominal budget: £500k
– Focused on supporting flight demonstrators
– Including TechDemoSat 1 (competitive 

procurement of ground segment) 
– Preparation for future technology 

demonstrators (grant supported studies)
• TDS 2, 3 ?
• UKube 2, 3 ?
• Constellations ?
• Formation Flying ??



Main NSTP Elements - 4

‘GSTP4 Additional Funds’
– Nominal budget: £1000k
– Top-up to remaining UK subscription in ESA 

optional technology programme
– Support technology developments in an ESA 

context and involving non-UK collaborators
– Priorities established via discussions with 

UKSA and ESA



Main NSTP Elements - 5

‘Focused Co-located projects at ISIC’
– Nominal budget: £500k
– ‘Star Tiger’ model 
– Competitively selected projects where a team is 

located at ISIC Ltd Harwell to undertake an 
accelerated R&D project taking advantage of the 
national facilities

– Any subject area from road-maps
– Especially welcome academic-industrial partnerships
– Funding model TBC
– Info on ISIC facilities included in NSTP plan and 

available from Peter Allen



NSTP Elements - 6

‘Collaboration with Other Public Sector Funders’
– Nominal budget: £1000k
– Resource to jointly fund activities with other public 

sector bodies
– e.g. NERC, STFC, TSB, DSTL
– Discussions underway
– Funding models variable to suit partners and scale of 

projects 
– Will be re-directed to other elements if not used



Main NSTP Elements - 7

‘Horizon Scanning and Management’
– Nominal budget: £500k
– 100% funded pre-commercial research grants 

allocated in response to strategic need
– Focused on the long term; exploratory in 

nature
– Plus dedicated NSTP Programme Manager 

to work with community and across 
programme lines



Whither CEOI ?
• Cannot continue without either a re-bidding 

process or new model
No decision yet

• Once NSTP underway, Agency Technology 
Working Group tasked with addressing the way 
forward for CEOI

• Recognised as effective mixture of low TRL tech 
development and KT

• But clear gap at mid-TRL
– NSTP Core addresses this for EO technology with 

commercial potential
– But does not offer a route for development up to 

mission applications in the case of non-ESA (e.g. 
bilateral) scientific missions



Way forward for EO tech
• Linked to overall EO Business Case work
• Need to take best practice from across 

Agency ‘heritage’ technology programmes
– Expand CEOI up to higher TRL ? (‘CEOI

plus’)
– Common technology programme for science-

driven technology (space science/Earth 
observation/exploration?)

– Other ideas ?
• Your input welcome



Next Steps ?
• Prepare for the NSTP 

– Read and understand the programme plan and the 
supporting documents

– Talk to the Agency Technology team
– Talk to the ISIC team and explore what they can do 

for you
• Feedback to the Agency Technology project 

team your views on EO technology development
• Keep in touch via our web site and twitter feed

Good luck



UK Space Agency

info@ukspaceagency.bis.gsi.gov.uk

Twitter:  @spacegovuk

http://www.bis.gov.uk/ukspaceagency


